
CITY OF TORONTO

BY-LAW No. 882-2013

To amend further By-law No. 23503 of the former City of Scarborough, respecting the regulation of traffic on Huntsmill Boulevard and Springhouse Square (East Intersection).

The Scarborough Community Council enacts:

1. Schedule XIX (Compulsory Stops) of By-law No. 23503 of the former City of Scarborough, as amended, is further amended by inserting the following words and figures where they appear opposite each other in Columns 1 and 2 of the said Schedule:

   (In Column 1)                        (In Column 2) Stop Street

   Huntsmill Boulevard and Springhouse Square (East Intersection)   Huntsmill Boulevard
   Springhouse Square and Huntsmill Boulevard (East Intersection)   Springhouse Square

Enacted and passed on June 18, 2013.
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